Recent high profile cases, such as that of Sally Clark, and the ever-greater use of DNA profiling throw into sharp relief the fundamental differences between two ways of approaching decision-making under uncertainty: Statistics and the Law. Individual statisticians, as academics, expert witnesses and statistical educators, have initiated a fruitful debate with legal experts and practitioners, and the Royal Statistical Society has recently set up a working party whose remit is to consider all matters relating to the interface of statistics, forensic science and the law.

In dedicating the first special issue of *Significance* to statistics and the law, the Society hopes to bring this important topic to the attention of a wider audience and to contribute to the ongoing debate.

### Articles Include:

**Statistics on trial:** Phil Dawid explains how the advent of DNA profiling is bringing statistical thinking into the legal limelight

**What probability should a jury address?** Tony Gardner-Medwin argues for a new approach to decision-making for juries

**Reflections on the cot death cases:** Ray Hill looks at the statistical questions that must be answered when a parent is accused of murdering a child

**Misleading statistics within criminal trials:** Richard Nobles and David Schiff disagree with the view that only qualified statistical expert witnesses should present statistical evidence in court

**A question of identity:** David Balding looks back on the DNA profiling dispute and the part played by statisticians

**Sampling issues in the administration of justice:** Colin Aitken explains why statisticians have become involved in estimating quantities of illicit drugs in US drug trials

**Drug contamination of banknotes:** It is difficult to use banknotes as evidence in drug trials, because most notes are contaminated by detectable amounts of cocaine. What is needed, says Patrick Laycock, is a scientifically valid random sample
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